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 Abstract: In order to carry out topographic elevations, it is necessary to check the 
stability of the triangulation network in the area to which the subsequent works will be linked, 
by thickening new points. The paper analyzes the development of the topographic points in the 
southern area of the USAMV Cluj-Napoca truck. The triangulation network studied is presented 
as a complex triangulation network, consisting of a central point polygon and a quadrilateral 
with two observed diagonals. Following the verification of the network, it is found that it falls 
within the permissible tolerances ± 15 cm, thus concluding that the network studied is stable. 
Following the verification, a new point was placed near the area of interest. The classification 
was done by the method of multiple intersections combined. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In the case of any measurement project, the first step is to identify the 
geodesic-topographic base in the area. This is done on existing maps and maps of the 
previously executed works, by determining the geodesic points and the levelling marks 
as well as obtaining the coordinate inventories for these points. 
 For this purpose, we studied coordinate inventories, registered in the registers 
of the Cadastre Office, 1: 5000 scale topographic plans and digital plans with the 
geodetic points networks of Romania. 
 The geo-topographic measurements are executed in compliance with the 
provisions of Order 534/2001 "The technical norms for the introduction of the general 
cadastre" of the President of the National Agency for Cadastre and Real Estate 
Advertising, which provides that the new points will be linked to the support network 
and determined in the Stereographic Projection 1970 and in the Black Sea 1975 
reference plan. 
 Near the area of interest, it was found that there were 5 points in the support 
network (Table 1). All 5 points are stationary and are arranged in the form of a polygon 
with a central point. After completing the network verification, a new point P will be 
located and its position will be identified by the method of the multiple intersections 
combined. 
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Table 1. 
The coordinates of the triangulation points 
Point name x y z 
219 (La Bazin) 584181,450 391671,640 485,950 
47 (Dl. Hoia) 586465,406 388398,395 506,680 
215 (Dl. Steluța)  590449,220 391928,280 555,298 
234 (Str. A. Vlaicu) 587620,410 395152,970 366,100 
813 (Turn) 586404,730 392058,310 380,232 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
The Leica TCR 805 total station was used together with the pillar plate to 
center the apparatus on the points in the triangulation network (Fig.1). 
 
Fig. 1. Pillar plate for spot centering 
  
Fig. 2. The coordinates of the triangulation points 
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The planimetric network verification involves determining the plane 
coordinates of some geodesic points using as known sizes the plane coordinates of 
other geodesic points (given sizes) and directions of connection between the geodesic 
points (measured sizes). The plane coordinates of the points are considered as given 
sizes. In the figure below it can be observed that these points form a polygon network 
with a central point (Fig. 2). 
In triangulation networks, a much larger number of directions is always 
measured than is necessary to determine the positions of the new points. The additional 
measured directions allow the detection of errors in measurements and calculations, to 
make assessments on the accuracy of field observations, to determine more precisely 
the coordinates of the points of the network executed. The use of the measured 
directions in calculations, due to the errors inherent to any measurement, leads to 
obtaining more values for the same point. Therefore, before the definitive calculations 
of the triangulation, compensation calculations are made, which aim to obtain for each 
point that is determined, only one and the most probable value of its coordinates (Table 
2). 
 Table 2.  
Measured directions 
Point Visa number 
Measured 
direction 
P.S. P.V. ri 
47 (Dl. Hoia) 
215 1 46,1586 
234 2 89,2184 
813 3 101,0553 
219 4 138,7844 
215 (Dl. Steluța)  
234 5 145,8426 
813 6 197,9540 
219 7 202,6052 
47 8 246,1586 
234 (Str. A. Vlaicu)    
219 9 250,3898 
813 10 276,1706 
47 11 289,2183 
215 12 345,8426 
219 (La Bazin) 
47 13 338,7844 
215 14 2,6053 
813 15 10,9624 
234 16 50,3898 
813 (Turn) 
234 17 76,1710 
219 18 210,9624 
47 19 301,0553 
215 20 397,9540 
 
 The higher-order triangulation networks are compensated by rigorous methods, 
namely: by the indirect measurement method (the variation of the point coordinates) 
and the conditional measurement method (the variation of the angles and directions). 
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The values of the corrections determined by the method of indirect measurements are 
applied to the coordinates of the points, and those obtained by the method of the 
conditional measurements refer to angles and sides and respond to the conditions of 
network geometry. By applying both methods, the same results are obtained, but the 
volume of calculation required to compensate is different depending on the geometrical 
configuration of the network. Thus, the method of indirect measurements is used in the 
case of large networks, of the first and second order, and the method of the conditional 
measurements when processing the networks below the second order. Also, the choice 
of the compensation method also depends on the complexity of the network and on the 
distribution of the initial starting points. In complicated networks or in the case of a 
large number of initial points, the method of coordinate compensation is applied, and 
in simpler networks the compensation of directions is applied.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 After applying the specific steps to the calculation of the support networks, 
namely: establishing the number of geometric conditions in constrained networks, 
writing the geometric conditions (the condition equations), writing the system of error 
equations, calculating the corrections, calculating the compensated angles, checking 
the matrix, calculating the orientations, the calculation of the sides, the final 
coordinates are calculated and the differences between them and those provided by the 
cadastre office are performed. 
 Analyzing the table below (Table 3), it is found that the differences between 
the real initial coordinates and the calculated ones fall within the permissible tolerance 
of ± 15 cm. In conclusion, the local triangulation network in the form of a polygon 
with a central point, solved planimetric unit can be considered as a support network for 
the subsequent work. 
 
Table 3.  
Real and calculated coordinated differences (m) 
Point 
name 
Real coordinates Calculated coordinates Dx Dy 
X Y X Y   
219 584181,4500 391671,6400 584181,4566 391671,6664 
-0,00655 -0,02640 
47 586465,4060 388398,3950 586465,3839 388398,3805 0,02206 0,01453 
215 590449,2200 391928,2800 590449,2200 391928,2800 0,00000 0,00000 
234 587620,4100 395152,9700 587620,4100 395152,9700 0,00000 0,00000 
813 586404,7300 392058,3100 586404,7185 392058,3264 0,01149 -0,01638 
 
 The determination of the quotas of the points of the geodesic and topographic 
(Table 4) network is done by trigonometric leveling at great distances, since these 
points are located on heights with reciprocal visas between them, situation in which the 
geometric leveling is not economical. This method is used in planimetric geodetic 
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networks and its main purpose is to determine by level the differences of level between 
the geodesic points and on their basis of heights with respect to the reference surface, 
therefore absolute dimensions. 
Table 4.  
Calculation of quotas (m) 
Point name Z D [D] Iap S C ∆h' H' CH H Point 
S V 
                      555,298 215 
215 234 102,78 4289,61 4289,61 1,63 4,8 0,14 -190,49 364,80 1,06 365,874 234 
234 813 99,65 3324,86 7614,47 1,59 6,2 0,07 13,30 378,11 1,89 380,012 813 
813 219 96,96 2256,63 9871,11 1,68 4,0 0,08 105,39 483,50 2,45 485,965 219 
219 47 99,64 3991,27 13862,38 1,65 4,4 0,37 20,03 503,54 3,45 506,993 47 
47 215 99,39 5322,70 19185,08 1,62 5,4 0,27 46,97 550,51 4,77 555,298 215 
         Wh 4,778   
         T 0,8760   
         Ch 0,00025   
 
 In order to facilitate future measurement processes, as well as to obtain high 
accuracy in the obtained results, it is necessary to determine the coordinates of a new 
point near the area of interest. This can be achieved by several methods, of which we 
mention the crossings and intersections (forward, backward and combined), using 
points from the geodetic support network. In this case, the same points will be used, the 
verification of which was done in the previous chapter. 
 The working method chosen is that of the multiple intersections combined. In 
this sense, the provisional coordinates of the point to be determined (P) are required, 
coordinates that have been previously established by the method of the barycentric 
coordinates (Fig. 3). 
Table 5.  
The coordinates of the framed point P 
Temporary coordinates P ∆x ∆y Calculated coordinates P 
xʹ yʹ x y 
585310,395 391054,367 -0,000025 0,000010 585310,394 391054,367 
 
 For the determination of the dimension of the framed point (Tab. 6), the 
method of backward intersection is used, a method that consists of measuring the 
zenith angles, at the point whose dimension we want to determine towards the known 
dimension points. 
Table 6.  
Calculation of the quota of the framed point 
S Visa Quota Distances P ϕ S i Ct ∆h H' Hp 
P 
47 506,680 2896,242 0,119 2,8340 22,50 1,583 0,565 108,666 398,014 
398,014 215 555,298 5212,610 0,036 2,1579 22,89 1,583 1,832 157,284 398,014 
234 366,100 4704,762 0,045 -0,4396 2,50 1,583 1,492 -31,914 398,014 
813 380,232 1485,090 0,453 -0,7936 1,00 1,583 0,149 -17,782 398,014 
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Fig. 3. Development of the support network 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Following the calculations made on the basis of the measurements, it is 
observed that the network studied has not undergone major changes and falls within 
the permissible tolerances of ± 15 cm. 
 When choosing the configuration of the network, it was necessary to take into 
account the existence of vegetation that can influence in the sense of the impossibility 
of targeting some points from different stations. Also for the purpose of visibility, 
account was taken of the constructions that may impede the visibility between the 
network points or the framed point. 
 The method of determining the new points based on the points existing in the 
triangulation networks, if they have not changed their initial position, is the most 
accurate method for determining the planimetric coordinates and dimensions. 
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